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ABSTRACT 
Several properties of compactoid sets in non-archimedean locally convex spaces with a Schauder 
basis are proved in this paper. As a consequence we derive partial affirmative answers to the 
questions formulated by Gruson and Van der Put ([4], problem following 5.8) and Schikhof (161, 
problem following 1.7) respectively. 
1. PRELIMINAIRES 
Throughout this paper, K is a non-archimedean non-trivially valued complete 
field with valuation 1. (. For fundamentals on locally convex spaces E over K 
(which we assume to be Hausdorff) we refer to [5] and [ll]. We recall a few 
definitions and facts and fix some notations. 
A subset A of E is absolutely convex if it is a submodule of E considered as 
a module over {A E K: jlzl I 1). For XCE, C(X) will denote its absolutely 
convex hull and [X] its linear hull. Instead of C(X) we write C(X). 
A c E is compactoid [lo] if for each neighbourhood U of 0 in E there exists 
a finite set FC E such that A c U+ C(F); An absolutely convex set ACE is 
c’-compact (also called pure compactoid in the literature [7]) if in the above we 
may choose FcA. 
E is said to be of countable type if, for every continuous seminorm p on E, 
the normed space Ep = E/Kerp is of countable type. A normed space W is of - 
countable type if there exists a countable subset D of H such that H= [D]. 
2.PERFECTSEQUENCE SPACES 
A wide class of locally convex spaces of countable type, which we are going 
to consider in this section, are the perfect sequence spaces (see [l]). 
Let A be a perfect sequence space with Kothe-dual n * (recall that II is called 
perfect if A =/i **). The bilinear form of the dual pair (A, A *) is defined by: 
(~,b)= i aibi; u=(~~)EA, b=(bi)EA*. 
i=l 
A subset D of A is said to be normal if u = (ai) ED and lbi\ I Jai ( (bi E K) 
M EN, imply that b = (bi) ED. 
The normal hull fi of D is the smallest normal set of sequences containing D. 
The sequence with 1 in the i-th place and O’s elsewhere will be denoted by ei . 
For b = (bi) EA *, a seminorm Pb on A is defined by &(a) = supi \aibil, 
a = (aJ E A. The family of seminorms {j$, : b E A *} determines a locally 
convex topology on A. It is denoted by n(A, A *) and it is called the normal 
topology on A. The sequences ej (i = 1,2, . . . ) form a Schauder basis (see defi- 
nition 3.1) of (A, n(A, A *)). Therefore (A, n(A, A *)) is of countable type. In 
fact, n(A, A *) is the finest locally convex topology of countable type on A 
compatible with the dual pair (A, A *) (see [3], 2.6). 
It is easy to verify that the following generalization of proposition 15 of [l] 
is also true: 
2.1. PROPOSITION. Every compactoid subset of (A, n(/l, A *)) is contained 
in the normal hull of a singleton of A. 
Proposition 2.1 yields the following results: 
2.2. COROLLARY. Let A endowed with the normal topology. Let A CA be 
a compactoid subset of /1. Then, there is a sequence Q,,) in A with lim, y, = 0 
such that A c CQ,). 
PROOF. Let c E A be such that A c {c}“. Take y, = c,e,. Clearly lim, yn = 0. 
Furthermore, 
AC{c}“={(ai)EA: lailSlCi(bS'EN}C 
2.3. COROLLARY. n(A *, A) is the dual system topology on A * determined 
by the family consisting of the compactoid subsets of (A, n(A, A *)). 
PROOF. It is an easy consequence of proposition 2.1 and the fact that 
n(A *, A) is the dual system topology determined by the family consisting of the 
normal hulls of the finite subsets of A (this last result is proved in [l] under 
the assumption that K is maximally complete but it is true in general). 
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As an application of corollary 2.3 we prove, 
2.4. THEOREM. Let /1 be endowed with a locally convex topology 5 of coun- 
table type compatible with the duality (/1,/i *) (i.e. &l, n *)I rrn(/l, II *)). 
Assume that the valuation of K is dense. Then, 
i) Every c’-compact subset of /1 is metrizable. 
ii) If A is a complete c’-compact subset of/i, then there is a sequence 01,) 
in A with lim, y, = 0 such that A = C@,). 
PROOF. i) Let A CA be a c’-compact subset of (/i, r). As (/1, n(A, /I *)) is of 
countable type, A is also c’-compact in (/1, n(/i, /1*)) ([8], theorem 3.2). 
Let p be the corresponding seminorm on /1*, i.e. p(b)=supoe, )(a,b)[ 
(E, EA *). By corollary 2.3, the normed space /i; =/1 */Kerp is of countable 
type. Hence A is a(/i, /1 *)-metrizable ([3], lemma 2.4). But, on A, the weak 
topology coincides with the topology T ([5], theorem 5.12). Therefore A is 
metrizable. 
ii) follows from i) and theorem 1.7 of [6]. 
3.LOCALLYCONVEXSPACESWITHASCHAUDERBASIS 
3.1. DEFINITION. ([2]). Let E be a locally convex space over K. 
a) A sequence (xi) is a Schauder basis for E if every XEE can be written 
uniquely as x= CE 1 LiXi where the coefficient functionals fj : X+Aj are con- 
tinuous. 
b) A basis (Xi) of E is said to be an orthogonal basis if the topology of E 
can be determined by a family B of non-archimedean seminorms satisfying the 
condition: 
if x~E,x= i LiXi thenp(x)=maxp(LiXi) v’peg. 
i=l I 
Now let E be a locally convex space over K with a Schauder basis. From now 
in this paper we suppose that E is a(E, E’)-sequentally complete and E’ is 
a(E’, E)-sequentally complete. 
Under these assumptions the space E can be identified with a perfect 
sequence space /i while E’ =/1* (see [2], proposition 9, where the hypothesis 
that K is maximally complete is not necessary). Furthermore the dual pairs 
(E, E’) and (/1, /i *) correspond isomorphically. 
If 7, denotes the topology on /1 associated to the original topology on E, we 
have 0(/i, /i *) I z,, I n(/l, /1*). 
If in addition the basis on E is an orthogonal basis it is easy to see that 
7/j = n(A, A *). 
By taking corollary 2.2 in conjunction with theorem 2.4, we obtain 
3.2. THEOREM. Let E be as above. 
a) Assume that the basis on E is an orthogonal basis. Then, every compac- 
toid subset of E is contained in the closed absolutely convex hull of a compact 
subset X of E. 
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b) Assume that the valuation on K is dense. Then, 
b.i) Every c’-compact subset of E is metrizable. 
b.ii) Every c’-compact and complete subset of E is the closed absolutely 
convex hull of a compact subset X of E. 
For X we may choose in a) and b) a set of the form {0, yl, y2, . . . } where 
lim, yn = 0. 
3.3. REMARKS 
1. In part a) of theorem 3.2 we give an affirmative answer for spaces with 
an orthogonal basis to the following question raised by Gruson and van der Put 
[4] : Let A be a compactoid set in a locally convex space over K. Does there exist 
a compact set XC E with A c C(X)? 
2. For an example showing that just “E has a Schauder basis” in part a) 
of theorem 3.2 it is not enough, see [6] note to theorem 2.1. 
3. In part b.ii) of theorem 3.2 we give an affirmative answer for spaces with 
a Schauder basis over a densely valued field, to the question raised by Schikhof 
in [6] : Let A be a complete c’-compact set in a locally convex space over K. Does 
it follows that A = C(X) for some compact X?. 
4. Observe that if IK 1 is discrete, then the above question raised by 
Schikhof has an affirmative answer for every locally convex space over K. 
It is a direct consequence of [6], theorem 1.5. 
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